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if you need to take your practice to the next level, you will find useful practice at the
site. here you can find more information on pimsleur courses in other languages.

these are the countries that pimsleur offers courses in. there are three levels of this
series, which correspond to the three volumes of the english series. the german
course is much longer than the english course because it contains a few more

lessons, and because it uses more vocabulary. the polish course is intermediate in
length between the german and english courses. unfortunately, the polish course is
also intermediate in difficulty. the german course is rather easy. the intermediate
difficulty of the polish course means that you can skip it and start with the next

course on the first volume of the english series. after that, you can have some fun
learning the vocabulary from the first volume. i recommend that you first take one of
the pimsleur polnisch courses to get some experience with the language before you
begin the pimsleur english course. the pimsleur polish course is much better suited
to a beginner than the english course, so i recommend learning the polish course
first. each lesson has a review exercise. many of the review exercises are about

grammar points, but many are about vocabulary, including literal translations. by the
way, pimsleur doesnt call them lessons. ive included the lesson numbers in the title
of each lesson just for the sake of clearness. the lesson number doesnt really mean

anything in pimsleur because you can just follow the review exercises and learn
them one after another.
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The first week of instruction is focused on the basic vocabulary and grammar. It may
seem a little slow, but it makes sense. After hearing the students talk about how

amazed they are at learning the language (like me), it was very cool to watch them
pick it up relatively quickly. The next five lessons introduce conjunctions and

statements to the student, who will soon run out of steam. Next we cover nouns,
followed by adjectives and verbs. Then we move on to prepositions, and finally, the

alphabet and numbers. So I decided to listen to one English lesson at a time, and use
a timer to turn pages. That worked perfectly. But there was a problem: I had to listen

to 5, 20-minute lessons (80 minutes total), then go to the next lesson and start all
over again! That was really tedious. And I had to do that for 40 languages! On the

other hand, Mihalis lessons are not written to the student. Instead, the teacher (or a
volunteer transcriber) takes away the English the way a university professor takes
away from a textbook.The student then repeats the lessons in the target language.
Pimsleur uses short, direct instruction to build vocabulary and reinforce grammar.
This makes the course ideal for busy adults who want an effective way tolearn or
review key vocabulary and grammar points.Group Lessons- When you work with a

group of people who are learning the same language, you can help each other
through the course and reinforce each others progress. In Group Lessons, you and
your friends can be in different groups, and if your friends are working towards the
same goal, youll be able to help each other out. This is one of the great advantages

of Group Lessons: for a small fee, you and your friends will have access to
comprehensive courses from the best language-learning brands.Group Lessons are
available in English, Russian, French, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Japanese,

Korean, Portuguese, Chinese, and Portuguese.To put it simply, a pimsleur course is
like a personal language tutor. Instead of reaching out to a teacher or teacher-like

character, you form a personal relationship with a disembodied voice. Thats a
powerful difference, and it can help you reach your learning goals quicker.
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